We first consider a derivation D on a noetherian local ring R. If M is the maximal ideal of R, then for any N = 1, 2, we have DM N c ikP" 1 . Thus D is automatically continuous in the natural topological ring structure of R, where a basis for the neighborhoods of zero are the various powers of M.
THEOREM 1. Let R be a complete noetherian local ring containing Q, M the maximal ideal of R and D a derivation of R such that
DMςt M. Then M has a set of generators y u * 9 y n such that Dy ι = • = Dy n = 1.
There is an element xeM such that Dx$M.
For any other element yeM, either Dy or D(x + y) is not in M. Since x and y generate the same ideal in R as do x and x + y, it follows that M is generated by those of its elements x for which Dx 0 M, that is, for which Dx is a unit in R. Now if x e M and Dx <$. M, we have D(x/Dx) -1 = xD(l/Dx) e M, so that M is generated by those of its elements x satisfying Dx -1 e M. Since R is noetherian, a finite number of such aj's, say x u •••,#», will generate M. If we have elements y l9 " ,y n eM such that a? 4 -y 4 e Λf 2 for each £ = 1, , n then y u * ,y n also generate If, and we shall be done with the proof if we can find such y u * ,y n such that Dy 1 = ••• = Dy n = 1. To do this, we shall show by a successive approximation process that x ί9 " ,x n may be replaced by elements which differ from these by elements in successively higher powers of M in such a way that the new Dx x -1, , Dx n -1 also belong to high powers of M, and we shall then let each y i9 i = 1, , n, be the limit of the sequence of Xi's thus obtained. The case of greatest interest for Theorem 1 is that of a formal power series ring & [[#!, , x n \] in indeterminates x u , x n over a field k of characteristic zero and a derivation D on this ring that sends k into itself but does not send the maximal ideal M of the ring into itself. Since any set of generators of the maximal ideal M of a noetherian local ring R contains a minimal set of generators, in number dim R j M M/M 2 , we see that in the present case new generators y,z l9 , z n^ may be chosen for M such that our differential ring is the formal power series ring k [[y, z 19 , , z n^ a constant in M, that is an element of the above form, with f(z) having no term of degree zero, provided the new elements we obtain have their linear terms linearly independent over k.
To prove the next theorem, we shall have to restrict ourselves to differential fields with certain special properties. For this purpose, let us consider briefly an arbitrary ordinary differential field k and a system of n first order linear differential equations in n unknowns over k, that is, a system of equations Dyi -Σ?=ι ^aVi + b i9 i -1, , n, where each a ij9 b { ek. By a solution of this system we of course mean an %-tuple (y u , y n ) of elements of some differential extension field of k satisfying these equations. The totality of solutions in k (that is, solutions with component functions in k), if any, is got as usual by adding to a particular solution an arbitrary solution of the corresponding system of homogeneous differential equations Dy { -Σi=i α ίi% > i = It ' •> w> and, as usual, the solutions of the homogeneous system form a vector space over the subfield of constants of k. That this vector space is of dimension at most n is an immediate consequence of the following result. , n 9 with coefficients a ijf bi in the differential field k, has a full set of solutions in some finitely generated differential extension field of k whose subfield of constants is algebraic over that of fc. By our assumptions on k, there exist ^-tuples of elements of k, say , x n and a derivation D on this ring that sends k into itself and each x 4 into a power series with no term of degree zero. If the differential field k satisfies the appropriate condition on the solvability of systems of linear differential equations, then new variables y l9 9 y n may be found such that % n e M N are actually linearly independent over k modulo M N+1 . This property of the representation of our given x is not necessarily true to begin with, but working successively with N = 1, N = 2, we can modify the α^. .^'s so as to make this property valid. This being so, we can prove by induction on N -0,1, 2, that all the coefficients a iv .. in of the power series representation of x are in C, as follows. This fact is clear for N= 0, and if for a certain N>0 we know that each nonzero a iv .. in is a constant whenever i t + + i n < N, then the congruence 
v has an mth root in k((x)) for an infinite number of positive integers m, and k[[x]\ is the set of all elements of k((x)) not having a reciprocal in &[[#]]#. Any nonzero u e k({x))
has an order, denoted ord u, which is that integer m such that we can write u -Σ^m <MΛ with each a n ek and a m Φ 0, and ord u does not depend on x. The element x which, together with k, "generates" k{(x)) is certainly not unique, since it can be replaced by any other element of order one. We shall be interested in derivations of k{(x)) that map k into itself and are continuous. Such a derivation is given by
for any {a n } n^m c k. The derivation D is completely determined by its action on k and the knowledge of Dx, which can be an arbitrary element of k((x)). If we note that for any such D the set {ord Duordw: uek((x)), u Φ 0, Du Φ 0} is bounded from below, we see that there exist derivations D of k((x)) that map k into itself and are not continuous, got for example by taking a transcendence basis {u a } aeA for k({x)) over k and defining each Du a to be some specific element of k((x)), subject to the condition that the set {oxάDu a -oτάu a } a^A is not bounded from below. (We remark that we use here the well-known fact that k({x)) has infinite transcendence degree over k. This can be shown by a cardinality argument if k is at most countable and then easily extended to any k, but it may be worth mentioning that an easy differential-algebraic proof of this fact can be based on the well-known and elementary result that if k is a differential field of characteristic zero and K a differential extension field of k having the same subfield of constants, then elements of K whose derivatives are in k are algebraically dependent over k if and only if a linear combination of them with constant coefficients not all zero is in k. For using the continuous derivation D on k((x)) that is given by Dk = 0, Dx -1, we see that the power series for {log (1 + cιx)} aQk>a¥t0 are algebraically independent over the subfield k(x) of k{{x)) since no nontrivial linear combination with coefficients in k of their derivatives {α/(l + ax)} is the derivative of an element of k(x). Or we may use the well-known result that if k and K are as above then elements of K whose logarithmic derivatives are in k are algebraically dependent over k if and only if a nontrivial power product of these elements is in k to show that the power series for e% e
χ2
, e x \ are algebraically independent over k{x).)
The following two theorems concern the classification of continuous derivations of k ((x) ) that map k into itself. The analogous problem for derivations of the field of quotients k ((x ί9 , x n )) of the formal power series ring k [[x u , x n ]], where Dx u , Dx n are quite arbitrary, seems considerably more difficult. Note the slight overlap (the case r -0) of the next result with Theorem 1.
THEOREM 3. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, D a continuous derivation of the formal power series field k((x)) that maps k into itself and does not send the maximal ideal of k[[x]] into itself. Then there exists a unique nonnegative integer r and an element yek((x)) of order one (so that k{{x)) = k{{y))) such that Dy = ay~r, for some nonzero aek.
The element a is unique to within multiplication by (r + l) th powers of nonzero elements of k, and for given a the element y is unique to within multiplication by an (r + l) th root of unity in k. . Thus the transition from x to y multiplies a by δ r+1 . It is now immediate that the existence of a special y e k({x)) with the property prescribed in the statement of the theorem and also the uniqueness statements about a and y will all be known if it can be shown that there exist unique b ίf δ 2 , e ft such that if y = x(l + ΣϊU K% n ) then Dy = αjΓ r For this particular y we have
which we want to equal
The condition we need is therefore , 6 W _ : with integer coefficients). Therefore by letting m = 1, 2, 3, we successively find b u 6 2 , eft such that Dy = ay~r, and we see that these b l9 b 2 , are unique.
COROLLARY.
If y is as above, the constants of k((x)) = k((y)) are precisely the elements of the form r + l V (r + iy2Γ
(r + l) 3 3!^ '
For any subset {c n } neZ of k such that c % = 0 if n is sufficiently small, we have = Σ Φ^.-r-l + Therefore for Σ c nV n to be constant it is necessary and sufficient that Dc n _ r^ + nac n = 0 for all n, that is that c n --Dc n^r^\ (ncί) if nΦ 0 and c_ r _ L be a constant of ft. Therefore we must have c n = 0 if w < 0 or n Ξ£ 0(mod (r + 1)), and the corollary follows directly, with c = c 0 .
If we have a derivation of ft((#)) that sends both the field ft and the maximal ideal of k [[x] ] into themselves, then this derivation is automatically continuous and is the extension to k((x)) of a derivation of & [[#] ]. Theorem 2 is directly applicable if the differential equations Dy = ay and Dy = a have solutions in k for any a e k. For a quite general differential field k, where this condition is not necessarily satisfied, nothing much can be said. However, complete information is also available in the special but important case in which the derivation on k is trivial. ]# into itself, we have r ^ 1. In the special case where y = bx, we verify immediately that a n -a n b r~n~\ n = 0,1, 2, . To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that if we restrict ourselves to the case 5 = 1, that is y = #(1 + Σ~=i &»#*)> then a r _! = a r^ and, furthermore, that there exist certain b ly b 2 , ek, unique if r = 1, such that we have a n -0 for all n Φ 0, r -1. Working out Dy in two ways we get so that the a n 's and a n 's are related by the identity
Comparison of terms of degree zero gives a 0 = a 0 , which we already know. To show that a r^ = a r^t it suffices to show that for each integer m = 0,1, 2, the coefficient of x r~ι in the power series expansion of , r -2 we successively get the values of b u , δ r _ 2 for which a λ = = α m _ 2 = 0, and they are unique. We already know that α r _ L = a r _ L . We can now choose 6 r _i to be an arbitrary element of k, except in the case r = 1 where there is no 6 r _ x to worry about, and we then successively get unique 6 r , b r+ί , in k such that a r = α r+1 -= 0. This completes the proof. Note that if r > 1, then for fixed α 0 , a r^ e k with a 0 Φ 0 there are many possibilities for our y of order one such that Dy -y r /(a 0 -f a r^y r~ι ), all given by replacing y by jy(l + Σ?=r-i Ky n ), with 7 any (r -l) th root of unity in k, δ r _ x an arbitrary element of k, and b r , b r +ι, * polynomial functions of 6 r _ le
In the last theorem, and also in Theorem 3 if it happens that Dk -0, we can write D = f(x)d/dx, with f(x) e k{(x)). In the duality between the one dimensional vector spaces over k({x)) of continuouŝ -derivations and ^-differentials of k((x)), the basis for the space of differentials that is dual to the basis D for the space of derivations is dxjf(x). We have therefore also derived canonical forms for the nonzero A -differentials of k((x)), and these are of the type y r dy/a for r ^ 0, ady/y, and ((a/y r ) + (c/y))dy for r > 1, with α, c e k, a Φ 0. Note that the invariance of a r^ is simply the invariance of the residue of dxjf{x). Note also that in these cases the constant subfield of k{(x)) for the derivation D is the same as that for the derivation d/dx, which is just k.
One can verify that if the k of Theorem 3 or 4 is the field of complex numbers (with trivial derivation) and the derivation D on k((x)) is such that Dx is a convergent power series in x, then the y of order one for which Dy is in canonical form can be chosen to be a convergent power series in x. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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